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The opportunity to take familiar curriculum concepts/ideas and re-imag-
ine and re-articulate them in ways that facilitate the development of new
habits of mind is exciting for me for a number of reasons. First, it brings to
the forefront what I have been “preaching” in my academic work for some
time now, namely, that alternative sites for curriculum theorizing could be
generated from already established curricular metaphors/concepts and their
reflections in practice. Second, the move itself is a recognition that multiple
modes of theoretical representation emerge from genuinely valuing alter-
native insights and perspectives grounded in a dynamic variety of human
experiences, thereby adding richness and complexity to curriculum and
curriculum discourse. Third, it is an opportunity for me to closely examine
a popular and taken-for-granted curriculum metaphor—“curriculum as
cultural practice”—and demonstrate how, historically, it has been mediated
through a colonial imagination “contrived to the disbenefit of the other”
(London, 2001, p. 45). The intent here is to re-imagine and re-theorize this
metaphor and its function in a postcolonial context. This third reason sub-
sumes the first two and will be explored more fully as a focus of this paper.
I will begin by articulating the senses in which the terms “postcolonial”
and “imagination” are used here.
The “postcolonial” yokes a diverse range of experiences, cultures and
problems, resulting in a looseness in meaning that has confounded many
and triggered considerable debate over the precise parameters of the field.
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Locations from which the “postcolonial” has been interpreted and explored
in the recent past have included not only the period after independence
which marked the departure of the imperial powers from their former colo-
nies but that before independence—where the focus is on the formation of
the colony through various mechanisms of control and the various stages
in the development of anti-colonial nationalism—and even the period prior
to colonization in which the cultural productions and social formations of
the colony before colonization are used to better understand the experience
of colonization. Furthermore, “postcolonial” sometimes includes indepen-
dent colonies that now contend with neocolonial forms of subjugation
through expanding forms of capitalism and globalization, and minority
populations in First and Third World countries experiencing repression and
exploitation. What these locations have in common is that they signify a
position against imperialism, and while this paper admits of all these loca-
tions, it is the “postcolonial” as a stance against Eurocentrism, as evidenced
by the dominance of Western knowledge/cultural production and dissemi-
nation, that is important here. From this stance, “postcolonial” becomes the
site where a variety of assumptions accepted on individual, academic and
political levels are called into question in the struggle for more democratic
social relations.
While this engagement of the postcolonial provides a framework for cri-
tique, “imagination,” a construct often used in recent discourses on global-
ization and education, is used here to help explain how people come to
know, understand and experience themselves as members of a community
and citizens of a nation-state (Popkewitz, 2000). Imagination, according to
Popkewitz, functions to “form individuals into the seam of a collective nar-
rative” (p. 168) and help them generate conceptions of personhood and iden-
tity. In this paper, the term is used in ways similar to Rizvi (2000) who writes:
Imagination is the attempt to provide coherence between ideas and action, to
provide a basis for the content of relationships and the creation of categories
with which to understand the world around us. What is imagined defines what
we regard as normal. (pp. 222–223)
In Rizvi’s formulation, imagination is not an attribute possessed by a few
endowed individuals but instead “denotes a collective sense of a group of
people, a community that begins to imagine and feel things together” (p.
223). Thus defined, imagination serves two purposes in this paper. First, it
provides a framework for understanding how curriculum has been medi-
ated and to what effect, and second, it signifies possibilities for alternative
means of curriculum construction for a more democratic future. The con-
struct is therefore used here, on the one hand, as an analytical framework
for historically examining “curriculum as cultural practice” where the cur-
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riculum has been employed to neutralize difference, assimilate, and estab-
lish for the “other” a worldview and a concept of self and community (Lon-
don, 2001), and on the other, for proposing reform where curriculum could
be reconstructed to become more responsive to the demands of education
in today’s contexts where diversities have outstripped the meaningfulness
of any homogenizing models.
The Need for Cultural Inquiry in Understanding Curriculum
Reform
My choice of the familiar concept “curriculum as cultural practice” as a
focus for the CACS Presidential symposium was deliberate. First, it was
intended to place culture at the center of curriculum analysis and reform,
and second, to stress practice as an important context for these endeavours.
Curriculum has been and will always remain a cultural practice, making
cultural inquiry very important in contemporary understandings of educa-
tional reform, especially as reform relates to social inclusion and exclusion,
and to the relation of knowledge and power. This assertion is amply sup-
ported by the literature on cultural politics and principles of reform. For
example, Dirlik (1987), arguing against the notion that culture ought to be
subsumed or replaced by other seemingly more radical approaches to un-
derstanding education and social lives, posits that we need culture as one,
if not the, primary source for radical inquiry, for culture shapes our ways of
seeing, and it is these we must question first if we are to make changes in
action at either the micro or macrolevels. Diane Hoffman, among others,
sufficiently recognizes the important relationship between cultural knowl-
edge and power to argue, in a brilliant article on reconceptualizing educa-
tion in the new millennium, for “a recentered discourse on culture in com-
parative education that recognizes the value of cultural inquiry, in particu-
lar, of cultural inquiry as a source of destabilization of taken-for-granted
categories, representations and truths”( 1999, p. 464). For Hoffman, one of
the traditional and principal uses of culture in comparative education has
been as a source of positive destabilization of the categories brought to analy-
sis. She therefore argues that:
A form of inquiry (i.e., cultural inquiry) that encourages us to look with a criti-
cal eye at the categories that we are using is of utmost importance in the com-
parative analysis of education, for it is only when we do so that we can generate
alternatives to what already exists. (p. 481)
Hoffman’s position on the relevance of cultural inquiry to educational re-
form finds support in Maseman’s (1990) suggestion that cultural inquiry
emphasizes the uncovering of the particularities of lived experiences across
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different groups, particularly in schools and classrooms, and hence acts as
an antidote to theoretical abstractions and generalities that do not account
for cross-cultural variation.
Recent developments in anthropology, especially in the domains of “prac-
tice theory” and “situated learning,” provide useful insights on the impor-
tance of practice in cultural inquiry. Given the social situatedness of learn-
ing and its implications, and the cultural assumptions that underlie prac-
tices, proponents of practice theory and situated learning posit practice as
the most appropriate unit of analysis in understanding education, curricu-
lum, and pedagogy. Thus, it is the position of this paper that an analysis of
curriculum as cultural practice, past and present, along with the imagina-
tion through which it has been mediated, will provide an appropriate be-
ginning place for curriculum reform. In the next section, therefore, I pro-
vide some historical insights into how curriculum as cultural practice, fil-
tered through a colonial imagination, has constituted a basis for social rela-
tionships deemed to be required in defining the world for the “other,” spe-
cifically the “colonized other.”
Curriculum as Cultural Practice: Colonial Imagination
Like the postcolonial, colonialism has been defined in several ways (e.g.,
Nandy, 1983; Spivak, 1990; Willinsky, 1998), with each definition linking
colonialism with notions of power, superiority and greed on the part of the
West. Here, it is colonialism as a “civilizing mission” and as an ideological
formation intended to establish for the “other” a view of the world and a
concept of self and community, especially through the production, repre-
sentation and dissemination of knowledge, that is the focus of my analysis.
In that sense, the “colonized other” refers to not only the former colonies
that formed the periphery at the receiving end of dispensations from met-
ropolitan centers in Western Europe during the colonial period, but also
minority populations experiencing repression and discrimination in domi-
nant culture societies.
Historically, curriculum imagination has been mediated by the nation-
state which, faced with the impossibility of incorporating its “surplus” (i.e.
those who cannot fit) into the symbolic realm of national identity, appeals
to “a fantasy structure or scenario through which it perceives itself as a
homogeneous entity” (Salecl, 1994, p. 15) with a common history, language
and culture. Cultural theorists Homi Bhabha and Stuart Hall have called
attention to the ambivalence of the nation in the production of national iden-
tity. For example, in the introduction to his book, Nation and Narration,
Bhabha (1990) refers to “the impossible unity of the nation as a symbolic
force (in spite of) the attempt by nationalist discourses persistently to pro-
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duce the idea of the nation as a continuous narrative of national progress”
(p. 2). Stuart Hall (1992) also locates the attempt to create a “sense of na-
tion” in discourses that constitute what he calls “the myth of cultural ho-
mogeneity” within the nation-state, asserting that:
Instead of thinking of national cultures as unified, we should think of them as
constituting a discursive device which represents difference as unity or identity.
They (national cultures) are cross-cut by deep internal divisions and differences,
and are unified only through the exercise of cultural power. (p. 297)
A recognizable theme in the discourse of the nation as continuous narra-
tive of national harmony and progress and the production of “unifying”
national cultures is the role of the school as an “ideological state apparatus”
(Aronowitz, 1992; Bourdieu & Passeron, 1977), that is, the school as the state’s
vehicle for ideological assimilation and homogenization. Schools, accord-
ing to this theory, function not only to normalize those whose attitudes,
norms, values and behaviours are different from what is constructed as the
norm and as normal, but also to inscribe particular rationalities in the sensi-
tivities, dispositions, and awarenesses of individuals to make them fit into
a single set of imaginaries about national citizenship (Popkewitz, 2000). The
contention is that school is a constitutive part of these relationships and its
purpose is to create a form of consciousness that enables the inculcation of
the knowledge of dominant groups as “official knowledge” for all students,
and the maintenance of social control without the dominant groups neces-
sarily resorting to overt mechanisms of domination—what Althusser (1971)
calls the “repressive state apparatus.” According to Apple (1993), the “poli-
tics of official knowledge” works not through coercion but through accords
and compromises that favour the dominant groups. Apple elaborates:
These compromises occur at different levels: at the level of political and ideo-
logical discourse, at the level of state policies, at the level of knowledge that is
taught in schools, at the level of the teachers and students in classrooms, and at
the level of how we understand all of this. (p. 10)
Power and control, then, are exercised through a formal corpus of knowl-
edge which the school distributes through curriculum, rules and regula-
tions. Thus, schools are said to not only control people and meaning but
also confer cultural legitimacy on the knowledge of specific groups (Giroux,
1983).
For an illustration of how curriculum as cultural practice worked to the
benefit of the colonialists and the disenfranchisement of the colonized dur-
ing colonial administration, I turn to Norrel London’s (2001) recent analysis
of how the state (in this case, Britain), as a privileged entity, contrived and
mediated colonial imagination during the process of Empire building, using
curriculum and pedagogy to control the mind of the colonized. London’s
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insights, more than any other recent scholarship, have added much to our
understanding of how education and schooling can be “deliberately twisted
to minister to subversive ends” (London, 2001, p. 45). The context of London’s
analysis is British colonialism in Trinidad and Tobago during the nineteenth
and first half of the twentieth centuries, and he discusses how ideology be-
came the primary agent for the internalization and acceptance of British and
western culture, and how education and schooling were used as the me-
dium for developing in the “colonized other” the required sense of psycho-
logical subordination. London describes the curriculum canvas during the
period as drawing from the universe of educational ideologies available in
the metropolitan arena (Britain), enhanced by thinking which had prevailed
both in the United States and in parts of Europe—ideologies such as mental
discipline, humanism, child study, and social efficiency. He writes:
In each of these traditions the choice of content and of delivery practices was
subjugated to the colonial ideal. Congruence with established objectives for
domination and acceptance of a defined worldview was a major requirement.
(p. 55)
For example, because of its mindless characteristics such as drill and rote
memorization, London points out that mental discipline became an appro-
priate vehicle for the colonial purpose, the essence of the doctrine being in
conformity with colonial desire to throttle creativity and critical thinking in
the education of the “other.” Instructive is London’s observation of how
humanism, the tradition that most emphasized the promotion and mainte-
nance of what was considered the best of Western cultural heritage and
values, was put to work as the arsenal of the colonizer in Trinidad and To-
bago. Because it exemplifies British colonial education almost everywhere
during Empire building, the observation is worth quoting at length here:
The heroes exalted in the history books, the norms and mores presented for
inculcation (the cadence of public holidays established, for example), and the
standards of excellence and gallantry paraded for emulation (as depicted in the
story of Odysseus and the Cyclops, for example) were contrivances for the colo-
nial purpose. Emphasis on these, to the exclusion of all others, was an attempt
to obliterate the existentialist past of the colonized and to present an alternative
and preferred view of reality. A 1948 evaluation report on the work in one school
encouraged teachers, for example, to teach “the songs that the world would
sing”, understandably at the expense of developing local talent. The official pro-
nouncement meant that students did not have a voice, nor were they encour-
aged to develop one—in singing or speaking. They were the “voiceless” objects
in a socio-political sense, a position which gestures in the direction of Gayatri
Spivak’s (1988) concern: “Can the subaltern speak?” (p. 68)
Elsewhere (Kanu, 1993), I have documented foreign-ness of curriculum
and voicelessness in pedagogy in my analysis of colonial education in an-
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other former British colony, Sierra Leone. In that piece, I wrote:
The subject-matter taught was foreign and had no relevance or bearing on stu-
dents’ lived experiences and it was taught in ways that stifled critical thinking
and creativity. The main interest of the colonizer was to ensure that the “uncivi-
lized natives” digested the new cultural reality that their official knowledge
was imparting….Students received knowledge but were perceived as incapable
of producing or changing knowledge. Teaching was a monological process that
lacked any theory about students’ capacity to interpret reality and bestow it
with multiple meanings. (p. 2)
It appears therefore that, though recent discourses on education and ad-
ministration in the former British Empire point to local variations from ter-
ritory to territory (Willinsky, 1998), in general the overall intent of colonial
education, as Bacchus (1994) has pointed out, was to instill in the colonized
“a worldview that would develop in them a voluntary subservience to the
white ruling groups and a willingness to continue occupying their posi-
tions on the lowest rung of the occupational and social ladder” (p. 308).
The same observation can be made about the state’s use of education/
curriculum in the process of national identity formation in other European
states in the nineteenth and early part of the twentieth centuries. For in-
stance, Osborne (1995) has pointed out that the aim of formal education in
Europe during this period was to create an institutionalized cultural iden-
tity by shaping curriculum, writing history, formalizing languages, estab-
lishing literatures, inventing traditions, assimilating minorities, instilling
nationalism—in short, creating citizens. In the words of a nineteenth cen-
tury Italian nationalist, “We have made Italy; now we must make Italians”
(quoted in Osborne, 1995, p. 17).
In a recent article (Kanu, 2002b), I argued that what was true of Euro-
pean states in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries was essentially
true of the United States and Canada in their formative period. For example,
American cultural historian Randolph Collins (1979), placing the legacy of
homogenization and conformity in education in a historical context, has
pointed out that the impetus for compulsory schooling in the United States
was rooted in the need to control the socialization of the children of Euro-
pean immigrants and to perpetuate the values of the middle class and the
knowledge base of the traditional Anglo-Protestant culture. Similarly, Ca-
nadian social historians (e.g., Axelrod, 1997, Osborne, 1995; Strange & Loo,
1997) have argued that the enthusiasm for compulsory public schooling in
Canada was fueled by the desire to perpetuate Anglo-Celtic, Protestant,
and French Catholic ideals. Though at the time Canada was struggling with
its own identity, wavering between asserting a unique Canadian identity
and remaining tied to the majesty and power of Britain and the British
Empire, Canadian elites showed no uncertainty of purpose when it came to
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the critical role they assigned to state institutions in shaping the identity of
its citizens. For instance, Richardson (2002) points out that Vincent Massey,
the first Canadian-born Governor General, explicitly laid out the responsi-
bility of schools in the realization of an ideal-type Canadian when he said:
In a country with so scattered a population as ours and a vast frontier exposed
to alien influences, the tasks of creating a truly national feeling must inevitably
be arduous but this is the undertaking to which our educational systems must
address themselves, for by true education alone will the problem be solved. To
our schools we must look for the good Canadian. (1926, p.11)
Thus the state proceeded to build the Canadian nation by regulating the
education (and the moral behaviours) of those not considered ideal types.
After Confederation, for example, through the introduction of the Indian
Act (1879) and the establishment of the Department of Indian Affairs (1880),
the state became unabashedly involved in transforming the character of all
aboriginals, “protecting” them on reserves, and civilizing and assimilating
the “savages” into Anglo-Saxon norms (Strange & Loo, 1997). Believing that
the best chances for lasting results would be achieved with First Nations
children, the federal government decided, in 1879, to take a more direct role
in their education by setting up their own residential schools where chil-
dren could be assimilated from the allegedly corrupting environments of
their homes and families. The curriculum offered in these schools was in-
tended to break First Nations students of their “nomadic habits” and pre-
pare them for employment befitting their status, and make them “good
Christians.” Thus, the curriculum consisted of religion and trades (appren-
ticeships) in carpentry, tin-smithing, boot-making, and tailoring for boys,
and sewing, laundering, cleaning, and cooking for girls to prepare them for
employment as domestics. When Indian chiefs attempted to resist an edu-
cation that offered children only a slim possibility of economic advance-
ment, yet was based on alien languages, faith and culture, and completely
out of step with Indian traditional forms of learning, the federal govern-
ment reacted by appointing truancy officers in 1930, who were empowered
to impose penalties to compel all Indian children between the ages of seven
and sixteen to attend school (Strange & Loo, 1997).
Compulsory schooling of children was also an indirect route to regulat-
ing non-Native parents and families, with non-English immigrants especially
being made the objects of assimilation. According to Strange and Loo (1997),
the Doukhobors, a radical Christian sect which rejected all forms of state
intervention in civil life, were the group that suffered the most coercive at-
tempt to impose state education during the inter-war period. Maclaren (1995)
informs us that Doukhobors, like professional educators, believed children
should be taught how best to regulate themselves: “To us, education means
being a good Doukhobor. That is, to love all living things and do no evil, not
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to shoot, not to eat meat, not to smoke, not to drink liquor” (p. 6). The only
problem was that Doukhobors (like the Indian chiefs who did not want
schools, Christianity or the law on their reserves) thought that traditional
communities, not the state, knew best how to carry out this mission. How-
ever, according to Strange and Loo (1997), Doukhobor parents were fre-
quently fined, even jailed, and goods belonging to entire Doukhobor com-
munities were seized by the police for violation of school attendance laws.
In the Canadian West where a massive influx of non-British/French im-
migrants arrived between 1901 and 1921 to settle the “Last Best West,” the
choice between cultural accommodation and cultural change was decided
in favour of aggressive assimilationist policies. For instance, Axelrod (1997)
states that in response to the question of how the diverse cultures of the
new-comers were to be accommodated, Northwest Territory School Super-
intendent, Arthur Groggin, sought to address what he saw as “the pressing
educational problem posed by a foreign and relatively ignorant popula-
tion” this way:
To gather the children of different races, creeds, and customs into the common
school and ‘Canadianize” them…. Though they may enter as Galicians,
Doukhobors, or Icelanders, they will come out as Canadians…. A common school
and a common language will produce that homogeneous citizenship so neces-
sary in the development of that greater Canada lying west of the Lakes. (quoted
in Axelrod, 1997, p. 85)
Thus, mass schooling and the curriculum were the vehicles through which
the accomplishment of the cultural and psychological colonization of the
“other” was imagined. Despite successive post 1945 immigrations, first from
war-torn Europe and, since 1960, from non-traditional sites of immigration
such as South Asia, the Caribbean, and, more recently, Africa, and the sub-
sequent introduction of multiculturalism since the early 1970s, this “com-
mon imagining” of the Canadian nation is still alive in the curriculum of
schools across Canada, as documented in recent analyses of homogenizing
nationalist discourses in the K-12 Social Studies curriculum in the prov-
inces of British Columbia (McDonald, 2002) and Alberta (Richardson, 2002).
It is also evident in continued calls for a coherent national history for all
immigrant children to learn in school (Bliss, 2001; Granatstein, 1998), and in
the recent (2000) warning by the Dominion Institute (a history organization
that periodically sponsors questionnaires that test the historical literacy of
Canadians aged 18-24 years) that the lack of knowledge of Canada’s his-
tory means that Canada’s youth lack the “cultural currency” that is critical
to the development of a national identity. To remedy this “crisis”, the Insti-
tute recommends a mandatory history course in each province that includes
a minimal list of people and events critical to Canadian history (Richardson,
2002).
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As the foregoing historical analysis of “curriculum as cultural practice”
shows, curricular encounter with the “other” has been unequal, unethical,
and anchored in racism and violence. McCarthy and Dimitriades (2000) have
categorized these practices as “resentment” which they describe as “the
specific practice of identity displacement in which the social actor consoli-
dates his identity by a complete disavowal of the merits and existence of his
social other” (p. 193). Thus, a sense of self is only possible through an anni-
hilation or “emptying out” of the other, whether discursively or materially.
These practices have not always met with anticipated success as values
deemed good by the colonizer/nation state have been constantly repudi-
ated by those on whom they have been imposed. In the former European
colonies, for example, repudiation took the form of nationalist movements
that eventually led to independence for these countries. Independence, how-
ever, has been followed by the march of neocolonialism in the guise of mod-
ernization and development in an age of globalization and transnationalism.
This reinvention of imperialism implies that schools and school curriculum
cannot separate themselves from the task of neocolonization.
In Canada and the United States, the new waves of non-traditional im-
migrants and the refusal of these immigrants to become “carbon copies” of
the dominant groups within their countries have meant that the tropes by
which the elites construct and maintain a single set of national identity are
no longer sustainable. Given these developments, how can democratic, ethi-
cal curricular relationships be formed? In the rest of this paper I once again
engage the metaphor “curriculum as cultural practice”—the intent, this time,
is to re-imagine its function in a postcolonial context, and theorize curricu-
lar intentions and practices that are inclusive and, therefore, ethical and
democratic. In doing so, I appeal particularly to “hybridity,” a construct
used by postcolonial theorists Homi Bhabha and Stuart Hall to describe the
ambiguity that characterizes the postcolonial.
Curriculum as Cultural Practice: Postcolonial Imagination
The recent addition of curriculum internationalization to the educational
discourses of reform and research should be thought of not only as exhorta-
tions of change but also constructions of imaginaries that potentially em-
body “a deep reshaping of the images of social action and consciousness
through which individuals are to participate” (Popkewitz, 2000, p. 172).
Underlying the new discourse of internationalization is curriculum imagi-
nation that, as was quoted earlier, “denotes a collective sense of a group of
people, a community that begins to imagine and feel things together” (Rizvi,
2000, p. 223). This imagining of ourselves as a community participating,
interpreting ourselves, and creating knowledge together is critical to cur-
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riculum reform in a postcolonial context. “Hybridity” becomes crucial in
the formulation of the agenda of reform, for its politics embody fluid, prag-
matic and multiple power relations, unlike the relations of domination docu-
mented in the foregoing section of this paper.
Postcolonial theorist Homi Bhabha has argued that one of the conse-
quences of imperialism has meant that, in an intellectual sense, the colo-
nizer and the colonized have been brought together in identity formation
that is continually in a process of hybridity. Bhabha (in an interview pub-
lished in Rutherford, 1990) describes hybridity as the “third space” where
the meaning of cultural and political authority is negotiated without elid-
ing or normalizing the differential structures in conflict. Elsewhere, I have
referred to Bhabha’s “third space” as the place for the construction of iden-
tities that are neither one nor the other (Kanu, 2002b). I have argued that
because of centuries of Western European impact on Africa (from mission-
ary and trade activities to outright colonization), for example, it is no longer
possible to postulate a unitary Africa over/against a monolithic West—a
binarism between a distinct self (as African) and “other” (as European).
That is, there is no longer a single set of discourse about progress and change;
rather, there is a hybrid—a third space—where local and global images meet
in a weaving that has its own configurations and implications. This overlay
is best highlighted in Spivak’s (1990) response to critics who fault her on
not seeking possibilities of discovering/promoting “indigenous theory.” She
writes:
I cannot understand what indigenous theory there might be that can ignore the
reality of nineteenth century history…. To construct indigenous theories, one
must ignore the last few centuries of historical involvement. I would rather use
what history has written for me. (p. 69)
Indeed, education itself in the former colonies occurs within an overlay of
discourses that move in the interstices of the colonial and the colonized.
The rapid movements and collision of peoples and media images across the
world have further disrupted the traditional isomorphism between self,
place, and culture. The Eurocentric (e.g., Bennett, 1994) and Afrocentric
(e.g.,Asante, 1993) debates that have emerged in discourses about curricu-
lum reform are themselves driven by nostalgia for a past in which Europe
and Africa are imagined without what McCarthy and Dimitriades (2000)
call “the noise of their modern tensions, contradictions and conflicts” (p.
195). These debates refuse the radical hybridity that is the reality of today’s
major metropolitan societies everywhere.
Curriculum reform as postcolonial imagination, grounded in the reality
of hybridization, would allow the influences of history and global migra-
tion to inform new responses to teaching, and invite curriculum workers to
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re-think the production, representation, and circulation of knowledge so
that these do not remain the monopoly and privilege of one group. This
way, the subjugated memories and histories of those hitherto marginalized
can become part of the curriculum conversation. Thus imagined, curricu-
lum reform does not involve opposing Western culture against the cultures
of the non-west, but is instead founded on the principle of the heteroge-
neous basis of all knowledge and the need to find abiding links that con-
nect groups across ethnic affiliations, geographical origins, and locations.
Cameron McCarthy (1998) would refer to the knowledge that results from
such interaction as “an alloy of racial, cultural and ethnic metals.” Bacchus
(2002) has pointed out that this emerging approach to knowledge produc-
tion is already being recognized in the field of medicine where greater ef-
forts are being made to explore the value of multiple sources of knowledge.
For example, Bacchus argues, traditional health practices such as acupunc-
ture and chiropractic remedies (now known as alternative medicine) are
increasingly being utilized in Western societies while pharmacologists, in
the development of new drugs, are seeking traditional cures that have been
used in different societies. It is my fervent hope that more of this “alloyed”
approach to knowledge production and dissemination would be engaged
in curriculum work.
The space from which I theorize curriculum construction based on hy-
bridity can be explained by my history as a postcolonial subject who was
born and raised in Sierra Leone, a former colony of Great Britain, but who
has studied and lived extensively in the West. Growing up in Sierra Leone
in the 1960s and 1970s, I existed in a constant state of negotiation between
the cultural form of England and that of my emerging postcolonial country.
This first-hand experience of cultural ambiguity was what triggered and
maintains my interest in postcolonial theory compatible with postmodern
formulations of hybridity, intertextuality, third space, in-between-ness and
native re-articulation. Using “what history has written for me,” I draw on
these formulations to theorize postcolonial curriculum and education based
on a new kind of intercultural hermeneutic whereby the diverse traditions,
ways of knowing, and knowledge production of different peoples are
brought to a new conversational interface, for, as McCarthy (1998) has ar-
gued, any single narrative or identity at the core of the curriculum—whether
African, Asian, or European—is in fact a dangerous confinement.
My effort in this hybrid or alloyed approach to curriculum reform has,
therefore, focused on finding out what knowledge, understanding and cul-
tural capital others have that can be brought to the curriculum conversa-
tion. My most recent work in this search has focused on culture and Ab-
original students’ learning in Canada’s formal school system. More pre-
cisely, my work focuses on the investigation of specific aspects of First Na-
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tions (Ojibway, Cree, and Métis) culture that could be integrated (infused)
into the planning and teaching of the school curriculum to enhance and
enrich learning for not only First Nations students but for non-Native stu-
dents as well (Kanu, 2002a).
Coming to this work with the experience of colonization, I have been
encouraged by Kierkegaard’s argument (in Caputo, 1987) that no matter
how much is subtracted from the individual there is always a “remainder”
that could embrace the task of constituting the self as a self. This constitut-
ing process involves what Kierkegaard refers to as “repetition” which, for
him, is a forward rather than a backward movement. Through the process
of repetition, the individual is able to press forward,
… not toward a sheer novelty which is wholly discontinuous with the past, but
into the being which he himself is…. Repetition is that by which the existing
individual circles back on the being which he has been all along, that by which
he returns to himself. (quoted in Caputo, 1987, p. 12)
The experience of colonization has taken a lot away from the colonized,
and different forms of neocolonialism continue to influence and affect deci-
sions and practices in the former colonies. In multicultural societies with
minority populations, the struggles over identity have produced new ex-
clusions as monolithic notions of identity clash with convictions of identity
that are heterogeneous. In the midst of such incessant dispersal of the self,
there is need for people to define themselves in terms of new memories by
which they come to know, understand, and experience themselves—memo-
ries dissociated from the old collective identities, and re-imagined with an-
other collective narrative (Balibar & Wallerstein, 1991). As Wald (in
Popkewitz, 2000) points out, “Older identities are estranged and one’s ‘home’
(identity) is no longer located where one thought it was” (p. 170). If, indeed,
we are serious about the construction of another narrative, then curriculum
reform needs to be grounded in “imagined communities” where relations
are no longer unidirectional or univocal, flowing from the colonialist to the
colonized. The challenges we face in the 21st century transcend national
boundaries and single sets of discourses. We could call them “supranational
or transnational challenges,” as Parker et al (1999) have suggested. Address-
ing these challenges requires hybrid/multinational curriculum thinking and
acting consisting of overlays of multiple discourses, and plural assump-
tions and strategies.
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